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Abstract

Multiple analytical, experimental, and numerical studies have been carried
out on perforates to study their properties under operating conditions, re-
sulting in varying hypothesis and models to predict their performance. The
ongoing effort of providing experimental results using multiform test setups is
continued in this study. Incorporating the three-port technique, the passive
acoustic response of a perforated plate is studied under acoustic excitation
from three directions in presence of grazing flow and high-level excitation.
Similar to the in-situ method, usage of the three-port technique has an advan-
tage of being a direct method for impedance determination and is not bound
by any boundary conditions traditionally considered in presence of grazing
flow. Extending the observations of previous studies, a semi-empirical model
is determined for the real part of the transfer impedance of a perforate, where
the characterisation of the determined impedance on the testing parameters
like the Strouhal number, particle velocity, flow velocity and shear number
is displayed.

Keywords: Perforate, Three-port technique, Resistance, Grazing flow,
Non-linear effects

1. Introduction

Perforated plates are an integral component of passive noise control so-
lutions, e.g., aircraft liners and mufflers. Majority of the applications of a
perforated plate involve an exposure to grazing flow and high-level acoustic
incidence [1]. Aero-acoustic characterization of perforates is hence necessary
and has been studied in detail over the last few decades [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The
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current scientific discussion involves the effect of relative propagation and
mean flow directions on the passive acoustic property of perforates. Various
impedance eduction techniques on liners have shown differing results when
the propagation is from either the upstream or downstream direction [6, 7].
Many of these techniques implement the Myers boundary condition [8] to
explain the flow-acoustic interaction along the perforated surface, however,
other studies like Renou and Auregan [9] also contradict this boundary con-
dition. Hence there is a requirement of experimental results acquired without
implementing any boundary condition to further the study of perforates.

Direct methods using impedance tubes as a sidebranch, and the in-situ
method have also been popularly used on perforated facesheets by Dickey et
al. [10] and Dean [11]. Inspired from these studies, this paper contributes to
the ongoing research by providing experimental results of the perforate char-
acteristics, namely the real part of the normalised transfer impedance and
the scattering matrix. These characteristics are determined under excitation
from three different directions with respect to the grazing flow.

Aero-acoustic characterization of circular and rectangular T-Junctions
have been studied using the three-port technique, described in detail by
Karlsson and Åbom [12] and Holmberg et al. [13], respectively. When com-
pared against a grazing flow velocity based Strouhal number, an oscillating
behaviour of amplification and attenuation of the incoming sound waves is
observed. This behaviour is associated with hydrodynamic feedback, as also
seen in Testud et al. [14], Moers et al. [15] and Howe [16].In this paper,
following Karlsson and Åbom [12] and Holmberg et al. [13], the three-port
technique is used to determine the acoustic properties of a perforated plate
which is mounted at the intersection of a T-junction. The application of the
technique is first carried out in Refs. [17, 18] and is further studied here.
In absence of grazing flow the determined resistance of the perforate agrees
well with the model proposed by Guess [5], where the model is scaled with
respect to the discharge coefficient of the plate, as shown in Refs. [17, 18].

In presence of grazing flow, it was found in Ref. [17] that the Strouhal
number at which, for an empty T-Junction the maximum amplification of
incoming sound waves is seen, is the fifth harmonic of the Strouhal number
at which the resistance of the perforate is minimum. This suggested a resem-
blance in the behaviour of an empty T-Junction and a perforate. However,
the testing parameter range of the grazing flow velocity and the frequency
did not experimentally validate this resemblance in Ref. [17]. In order to
study if the behaviour of an empty T-junction and a perforated plate is anal-
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ogous in nature, expansion of the testing conditions was carried out in Ref.
[19]. It was found that in case of the perforate, an oscillating behaviour is
absent. Instead, the Strouhal number of interest represents a limit till which
the nature of the normalised resistance is dependent on both the flow- and
the acoustic field, and beyond this Strouhal number, it is mainly depending
on the acoustic field. Results from Kooi and Sarin [20], Cummings [21] and
Kirby and Cummings [22] suggest that the determined resistance uptill the
above-mentioned Strouhal number limit is dependent on the skin-friction ve-
locity of the flow profile. For Strouhal numbers above the limit, Kooi and
Sarin [20] suggest that the resistance is equal to the resistance determined in
absence of grazing flow. Discussion of the above mentioned points is carried
out in section 4.1.

In case of high-level excitation incidence, several studies have been car-
ried out to determine the non-linear behaviour of the resistance, e.g., Refs.
[3, 23, 24, 25, 26]. A majority of the existing research separately determines
the non-linear part of the impedance and then adds it to the impedance
determined in the linear range. A dependence of the non-linear part of the
resistance on the in-hole particle velocity is observed in most of these models.
In absence of grazing flow, Temiz et al. [27] propose a model for microper-
forated plates with circular orifices and sharp edges in the transition region
where the Strouhal number, determined using the in-hole particle velocity,
is close to a value of 1. This model is used as a reference for the three-port
measurements as shown in Shah et al. [18], and agrees well for the majority
of the frequency range used in the experiments. For a strongly non-linear
regime, i.e., Strouhal number ≪ 1, a deviation from the transition state
model is seen and the resistance is found to be linearly dependent on the
particle velocity. In presence of grazing flow, models proposed by Elnady
and Bodén [28] and Renou [29] show the dependence of the non-linear part
of the resistance on the in-hole particle velocity. However, for lower grazing
flow speeds, Shah et al. [18] show that the non-linear part of the resistance
has a 2nd degree polynomial relationship with the ratio of in-hole particle
velocity and the grazing flow velocity. The behaviour of this relationship is
studied in further detail in this paper, as shown in section .

Experiments carried out on the perforate in the T-junction attempt to
characterize the aero-acoustic field in the T-Junction, by comparing the real
part of the normalised transfer impedance and the scattering matrix coeffi-
cients. Given that the perforate is studied under a plane wave excitation, the
wavelength of the incoming sound waves is very high compared to the thick-
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ness of the perforate. Hence only the real part of the transfer impedance,
i.e., the resistance is considered in this study. Unlike a traditional liner, a
relatively smaller surface area of the perforated plate is studied here. Hence,
a negligible disruption of the flow profile is seen across the length of the
perforated section. However, the results of the transfer impedance show a
similarity with the trends observed in Kooi and Sarin [20], where the exper-
iments were carried out on a lined section significantly larger than the one
considered in this study. This suggests that the study of a smaller exposed
area does not alter the aero-acoustic properties observed.

Based on the determined results, this paper proposes a semi-empirical
model for the resistance in presence of grazing flow and high-level excitation.
The proposed model includes the dependence on the flow profile characteris-
tics of Mach number, as well as dimensionless numbers such as the Strouhal
and the Shear number. Dependence on the perforate properties of thickness,
diameter of perforation and open area are not included in the model and
are only used to calculate the linear resistance in absence of grazing flow.
This is not to contradict existing research that the resistance of the perfo-
rate in presence of grazing flow depends on these factors, but due to the
study consisting of experiments on only one perforate sample. In addition,
the coefficients describing the resistance of the perforate in Section 4 are
determined empirically and can be dependent on the perforate properties.

2. Theoretical Background

The characterisation of the acoustic properties of perforated plates is gen-
erally done using the normalised transfer impedance (Z̄) where the actual
transfer impedance of the perforate is normalised with respect to the charac-
teristic impedance of air. The other characteristic of interest is the three-port
scattering matrix (S-Matrix). To avoid the experimental errors related to the
standing wave pattern in the ducts, a correlation between the scattering ma-
trix coefficients and the normalised transfer impedance is shown in Ref. [17].
The above-mentioned correlation defines the transfer impedance and is ex-
plained and governed by equations given in Section 3. A brief background of
the existing research reviewed in this study is explained below.

2.1. Linear Resistance in absence of grazing flow

In Shah et al. [18], as well as in Ref. [17], the experimentally determined
real part of normalised transfer impedance, i.e., the resistance (ℜ) in absence
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of grazing flow and in the linear range in the three-port setup, agrees well
with the model shown in Eq.(1) [5, 28].

ℜ =
(
√

8νω)t
′

σcdCd
+
ρcd2

2λ2
, t

′
= t+ d, (1)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity, ω is the angular frequency, σ is the percent-
age open area, c is the speed of sound, d is the diameter of the perforation,
t is the thickness of the perforate, ρ is the density at room temperature,
and λ is the excitation wavelength. The extended thickness (t

′
) is defined as

the sum of t and d by Guess [5]. The scaling with respect to the discharge
coefficient (Cd) is as proposed by Elnady and Bodén [28]. Determination of
Cd is done as shown in Shah et al. [18]. This value of resistance is used as
a reference for calculating the resistance in presence of grazing flow as well
under high-level excitation.

2.2. Non-Linear Resistance in absence of grazing flow

The non-linear part of the resistance calculated using the three-port mea-
surements is investigated in Shah et al. [18]. The determined resistance at
high-level excitation follows the model proposed by Temiz et al. [27]. The
model is governed using an empirically defined function Fc, where Fc is de-
termined using dimensionless Strouhal number (Stu) and Shear number (Sh).
These dimensionless numbers are defined in Eq.(2).

Sh = d

√
ωρ

4µ

Stu =
ωd

u

, (2)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity, and u is the r.m.s. value of the in-hole par-
ticle velocity. For most of the frequency range the experimentally determined
non-linear part of resistance (ℜNL) follows Eq.(3).

ℜNL =
Fc(Stu, Sh)ρu

2Cv
2σ

Fc(Stu, Sh) =
1

1 + 2Stu[1 + 0.06e3.74/Sh]

, (3)

where Cv is the vena-contracta factor, which is taken to be 0.57 following
Shah et al. [18]. The resistance under high-level excitation can be determined
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with the addition of the non-linear part ℜNL, and the resistance calculated
in the linear range following Eq. (1). The validity of this model as per Temiz
et al. [27] is said to be in the region of Stu O 1.

2.3. Linear Resistance in presence of grazing flow

Which grazing flow parameter best defines the relationship of the resis-
tance in presence of grazing flow, is contested in the previous studies. Models
proposed by Kooi and Sarin [20] and others [21, 22] discuss the dependence of
the resistance on the skin friction velocity (uτ ) as well as frequency following
Eq. (4).

ℜFlowc

ωd
=
κuτ
ωd

− ζ, (4)

where ℜFlow is the resistance determined in presence of grazing flow and
κ, ζ are empirically defined coefficients depending on the thickness of the
perforate, and the diameter of the perforations. These constants differ in
each reference. On the other hand, models proposed by Rao and Munjal [30]
and others [3, 5] show the resistance to be a function of only the grazing flow
Mach number (M ), and independent of the frequency, following Eq.(5).

ℜFlow =
ϵM

σ
, (5)

where ϵ is also an empirically defined coefficient equal to 0.3 in Ref. [3, 5]
and 0.53 in Ref. [30]. In Ref. [17] it is observed that the behaviour of the
resistance determined in the three-port setup at different grazing flow veloc-
ities converges at a particular flow Strouhal number (StU ) defined using the
flow velocity. This suggests a dependence of the resistance on this Strouhal
number. To validate, experimental parameters, namely the frequency range
and the grazing flow velocities are expanded in this paper and the determined
resistance is discussed in Section 4. The definition of the flow velocity based
Strouhal number is as per Eq.(6).

StU =
ωd

U
, (6)

where U is the grazing flow bulk velocity.
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2.4. Non-Linear Resistance in presence of grazing flow

The reviewed research, namely Feder and Dean [11], Dean [2], Elnady [28],
and Renou [29] decouples the non-linear effects observed in the determined
resistance in presence of high-level excitation and grazing flow from the flow
parameters. They observe the non-linear effects to be solely dependent on
the in-hole particle velocity of the perforate. However Shah et al. [18], based
on experimental results at low grazing flow velocities (Mach number ≤ 0.05),
shows that there exists a 2nd degree polynomial relation between the non-
linear part of the resistance (ℜNL−Flow) and the ratio of particle velocity to
the grazing flow velocity (u/U ). The relationship follows Eq.(7).

ℜNL−Flow = α(
u

U
)2 + β(

u

U
) + γ, (7)

where α,β,γ are the coefficients governing the relationship and their be-
haviour is discussed in the Section 4.

3. Experimental Technique

Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of the three-port technique; (b) Calculation of the scattering matrix;
(c) Calculation of the transfer impedance
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The schematic of the experimental setup is as shown in Fig.1-a. The

perforate is flush mounted at the intersection of duct-1,2 and 3, where grazing
flow is possible from duct-1 to 2. The end of duct-3 is sealed to have a net
zero flow in the duct and avoid leakage. The three-port scattering matrix
(S-Matrix) is as defined by Karlsson and Åbom [12]. The S-Matrix consists
of reflection (ρx) and transmission coefficients (τx→y), and is determined with
the help of the decomposed wave pressure amplitudes Px±. It follows Eq.(8)
and the nomenclature is as shown in Fig.1-b.P1+

P2+

P3+

 =

 ρ1 τ2→1 τ3→1

τ1→2 ρ2 τ3→2

τ1→3 τ2→3 ρ3

P1−
P2−
P3−

 (8)

The determination of the decomposed wave pressures is done using the
multi-microphone method [31], where Px± are determined in each duct using
acoustic pressures measured by three microphones in each duct. The prop-
agating wavenumber (k) is determined using model proposed by Dokumaci
[32]. To avoid errors pertaining to background noise a frequency response
function between the measured pressure signal and the loudspeaker voltage
is used for the analysis. In addition to the three microphones in each duct
one more microphone is flush mounted on the wall opposite to the perforate
and at the centre of the perforated section, i.e., at the intersection of duct-1,
and -2. This microphone is used to acquire pressure P0 ,as shown in Fig.1-c,
and used to calculate the resistance.

The experimentally determined resistance is defined following Eq.(9). The
nomenclature follows that of Fig.1-c.

ℜ =
1

ρc
real(

∆P

û
) = real(

P3 − P0

P3− − P3+

), (9)

where û is the particle velocity determined at the sample surface and is
determined using the difference of decomposed pressure wave components in
duct-3.

In Ref. [17] it is shown that the difference in the resistance determined
using the total acoustic pressure P0 measured by the microphone and the
average of total acoustic pressures in duct-1 and -2, is negligible. Hence,
we can assume that P0 is equal to the average of total acoustic pressures
P1 and P2 . Additionally, assuming anechoic termination, a new formulation
of the resistance is proposed that correlates the S-Matrix coefficients and
the resistance. The usage of this formulation reduces the errors pertaining
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to the standing wave pattern created in the three ducts, as the S-Matrix
coefficients are independent of the termination reflections. The relation is
shown in Eq.(10).

ℜ1 = real(
ρ1 + τ1→2 + 1

2τ1→3

− 1),

ℜ2 = real(
ρ2 + τ2→1 + 1

2τ2→3

− 1),

ℜ3 = real(
1 + ρ3
1 − ρ3

+
τ3→1 + τ3→2

2(1 − ρ3)
),

(10)

where ℜx is the resistance determined under excitation from duct-x .
For the determination of the non-linear part of the resistance, the con-

trolling parameter chosen is the in-hole particle velocity, i.e., individual fre-
quencies are chosen and the r.m.s. value of the in-hole particle velocity is
increased from ≈ 1 m/s to ≈ 10 m/s. The calculation of the r.m.s. value of
the in-hole particle velocity in SI units follows Eq.(11)

u = |û| Vrms
ρcSiσ

;Vrms =
√
VASLw, (11)

where Vrms is the r.m.s. value of the acoustic incidence auto spectra (VAS ),
corrected with the Hanning window factor (Lw). To convert into the SI units,
the sensitivity of the microphones (Si) is divided. Lastly, to calculate the in-
hole value, conservation of mass and isentropic nature is assumed and the
value calculated at the surface is scaled with the porosity of the perforate
(σ).

It is observed that in case of excitation from ducts-1, and 2, the particle
velocity determined in duct-3 is limited due to the range of the loudspeakers
used for excitation. Hence the S-Matrix cannot be determined for these
higher velocity levels and the chosen frequencies, and the resistance is defined
using Eq.(9). Additionally, it should be noted that the non-linear part of the
resistance observed at lower in-hole particle velocity levels is found to be
independent of incidence direction, as shown in Shah et al. [18]. Hence, only
the resistance determined under excitation from duct-3 is studied here. For
the linear cases, the controlling parameter is the level of excitation incident
on the perforate and the resistance is determined across a wider frequency
range, increasing the experimental errors related to the standing wave pattern
and hence it follows the definition from Eq.(10), reducing this error.
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The sample studied here is a rectangular perforate with circular perfo-

rations and square edges, with a 2.54% open area. The diameter of the
perforation and the plate thickness are both 1.2 mm and the rectangular
T-junction has a cross section of 25 mm by 120 mm. The acoustic pressure
was acquired using calibrated flush mounted microphones of type Brüel and
Kjær ¼- inch 4938. NI 9234 DAQ modules were used for data acquisition at
a sampling frequency of 25.6 kHz. Plane wave propagation is assumed and
the frequency range of the measurements (100-2250 Hz) as well as the micro-
phone distances were determined following the recommendations of Åbom
and Bodén [33]. Static temperature measured by a calibrated K-type ther-
mocouple placed in duct-3 is used for determining the speed of sound and
further post-processing of acquired data. The determination of the skin fric-
tion velocity and the grazing flow bulk velocity follows the method explained
in Ref. [17]. The grazing flow bulk velocity is calculated by integrating the
flow profile across half the duct width. The average ratio of the calculated
bulk velocity to the maximum grazing flow velocity, i.e., the flow velocity
measured at the centre of the duct cross-section is found to ≈ 0.92. Addi-
tionally, negligible deviation of the flow profile is observed over the perforated
region, as shown in Ref.[17]. During the acoustical measurements, a simul-
taneous flow profile determination was not possible, hence the bulk velocity
which is used for post-processing is calculated by multiplying 0.92 with graz-
ing flow velocity measured at the centre of the cross-section, upstream of the
sample. The flow rig was controlled to measure the acoustic properties in the
range of the bulk velocity from ≈ 10 m/s to ≈ 60 m/s. Stepped sine exci-
tation was used and a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 20 dB was maintained
for all the measurements.

4. Results and Discussion

The following section discusses the behaviour of the resistance of the
perforate in presence of grazing flow and high-level excitation. The first
subsection discusses the comparison of the resistance in the linear range with
existing models [5, 20, 28]. Additionally, beyond the experimental range of
Kooi and Sarin [20], deviation of the experimental results from their proposed
model is investigated. Then, a semi-empirical model covering the entire
operating range is proposed. In subsection 4.2, the experimental results in
absence of grazing flow are presented and shown to agree with Temiz et al.’s
model [27]. In presence of grazing flow, results from Shah et al. [18] are
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further studied and the relation between the non-linear part of the resistance
and the in-hole particle velocity, grazing flow velocity and the Shear number
is discussed.

4.1. Resistance in the linear range

The resistance of the perforate in the linear regime was determined exper-
imentally with and without grazing flow, and the results were compared with
some existing models. The comparison is shown in Fig.2. Fig.2-a shows the
no grazing flow case, where the determined resistance agrees with the model
proposed in Eq.(1). A deviation is observed at ≈ 1400Hz. However, the
deviation does not represent the property of a sample but is present due to
the presence of a pressure anti-node at one of the microphone locations. The
anomaly disappears on the addition of grazing flow as the entire standing
wave pattern changes. Apart from the deviation a good agreement is ob-
served between the model and the experimental results in absence of grazing
flow.

In Fig.2 -b to -f, results determined at different grazing flow velocities are
shown, along with the resistance modelled as a function of the skin-friction
velocity and the frequency, as per Eq. (4). As mentioned in Section 2, the
value of the empirical coefficient κ varies in different studies. Here, to show
the comparison of the nature of the resistance, κ is interpolated at each flow
velocity to get a good match with the experimental results. For the lower
flow velocities, i.e., Fig.2 -b and -c, the frequency at which the model starts
differing from the results corresponds to StU ≈ 0.7. StU ≈ 0.7 matches the
limit of uτ/fd ≈ 0.2, beyond which Kooi and Sarin [20] propose that their
model is valid. Kooi and Sarin [20] state for higher values of StU , the flow
induced resistance is negligible and that the resistance in presence of grazing
flow can be determined following the models proposed for the no grazing flow
case, which is not seen here. The resistance for StU > 0.7 is still found to be
dependent on the grazing flow Mach number.

Moreover, the model also does not account for the difference observed in
resistance when the excitation is in the flow direction (ℜ1), and when it is
against it (ℜ2), as observed at higher flow velocities, e.g., in Fig.2 -e and -f.
Lastly, looking at the experimental results in Fig.2 -e and -f, it would be not
be an unfair assumption to state that the resistance is independent of the
frequency, suggesting the behaviour followed by models in Eq.(5) [3, 5, 30],
and the validity of these studies.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of resistance determined following Eq.(10) in the three-port setup,
with existing models against frequency. a) No grazing flow; b) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.03; c)
Grazing flow M ≈ 0.04; d) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.08; e) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.13; f) Grazing
flow M ≈ 0.17.

To observe the resistance at a comparable value at all the flow velocities,
the scaling of the resistance is applied. It is found that when the resistance
is scaled with respect to M1.17(1 + StU)1.75, all the curves at different flow
velocities collapse well with each other. Moreover, to account for the dif-
ference in the resistance observed with respect to the relative incidence and
flow direction, an additional numerical scaling factor can be used to make the
resistance independent of the incidence direction. In this study the scaling
factors are 0.92 for ℜ2 and 0.85 for ℜ3. These scaling factors are determined
empirically and the combined scaling is done following Eq.(12).

ℜ′

1 =
ℜ1

M1.17(1 + StU)1.75
, ℜ′

2 =
ℜ2

0.92M1.17(1 + StU)1.75
,

ℜ′

3 =
ℜ3

0.85M1.17(1 + StU)1.75
,

(12)

Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the scaled value of resistance at 12 different grazing
flow velocities compared against the flow velocity governed Strouhal number
(StU). As observed in Refs. [17, 19], the behaviour of the resistance before
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Fig. 3: Comparison of resistance determined in presence of certain grazing flow velocities
and scaled following Eq.(12) (black points) with model proposed in Eq.(13) (green lines),
against flow velocity governed Strouhal number. Resistance determined under excitation
from: (a) duct-1; (b) duct-2; (c) duct-3.

and after the limit of StU ≈ 0.7 is completely different. For the lower StU
region, the relation between the scaled value of resistance and StU is a 2nd

degree polynomial. However, after the limit the relation becomes linear with
respect to StU . Moreover, for StU > 0.7, an additional linear dependence on
the Mach number is also observed. Hence, a model using empirical defined
coefficients can be used to define the resistance in presence of grazing flow
in terms of StU and M . It is displayed in Eq.(13) and the comparison with
experimental results is shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4.

ℜx =

{
when StU < 0.7 1

ψ
M1.17(1 + StU)1.75(17.94StU

2 − 69.22StU + 51.86)

when StU > 0.7 1
ψ
M1.17(1 + StU)1.75((−440M + 10.93)StU + 311M + 5.8)

,

(13)
where ψ= 1 for ℜ1, 0.92 for ℜ2, and 0.85 for ℜ3.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of resistance determined in presence of different grazing flow velocities
and scaled following Eq.(12) (black points) with model proposed in Eq.(13) (green lines),
against flow velocity governed Strouhal number. Resistance determined under excitation
from: (a) duct-1; (b) duct-2; (c) duct-3.

Fig. 5: Comparison of determined resistance, scaled as per the legend, with the model
proposed in Eq.(13) against the flow velocity governed Strouhal number. (a) Grazing flow
M ≈ 0.055; (b) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.09; (c) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.11; (d) Grazing flow M
≈ 0.13; (e) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.15; (f) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.17.
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Fig.5 shows the comparison of the experimentally determined resistance

at higher flow velocities (M > 0.05) against the Strouhal number. The
normalised resistance from different incidence directions is scaled with ψ,
following Eq. (13). The experimental results are compared with the model
of ℜ1 from Eq.(13) and a good agreement can be seen.

4.2. Resistance under high-level excitation

Extending the results of Shah et al.[18] the non-linear part of resistance is
studied with and without grazing flow. Comparison between the experimen-
tal results with the model proposed by Temiz et al. [27] against 1/Stu is as
shown in Fig.6. The model is seen to be in good agreement with the results
for 1/Stu <≈ 3. For 1/Stu > 3, the transition state model no longer matches
the results, where the experimental results show the resistance to be linearly
dependent on the in-hole particle velocity, as is observed in Melling [4]. In
case of 1100 Hz, experimental results deviate from the model at one particle
velocity levels. The deviation can be due to the experimental errors as the
hardware limits of the loudspeaker were reached in increasing the particle
velocity at higher frequencies.

Fig. 6: Comparison of the resistance in absence of grazing flow and under high-level
excitation with existing model following Eq.3 (green lines), against the in-hole particle
velocity governed inverse Strouhal number.
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In presence of grazing flow, the non-linear part of the resistance is deter-

mined at flow velocities of M ≈ 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05. In Shah et al. [18] the
behaviour of this resistance is shown to be governed by the ratio of in-hole
particle velocity and grazing flow velocity (u/U) and follows Eq.(7). The
experimentally determined value of non-linear part of resistance is shown in
Fig.8 and Fig.9.

To further study the behaviour of the coefficients in Eq.(7), they are inter-
polated to match with the experimental results. Fig.7 shows the interpolated
value of the coefficients at two different flow velocities, namely when M ≈
0.03, and 0.04, compared against the dimensionless ratio of Shear number
and grazing flow Mach number (Sh/M). The values of these interpolated
coefficients shows a linear relationship with the Sh/M ratio,

Fig. 7: Comparison of the value of the interpolated polynomial coefficients governing the
non-linear part of the resistance in presence of grazing flow with model proposed in Eq.
14, against a ratio of Shear number and grazing flow Mach number. (a) Value of α; (b)
Value of β; (c) Value of γ;

It can be observed that the behaviour of the interpolated coefficients
completely opposite before and after the ratio of Sh/M reaches a value of
≈ 344. This is also the numerical value of the speed of sound at the in-duct
temperatures. This observation, and the definition of Shear number suggests
that the onset of the positive ℜNL−Flow values is dependent on the oscillating
Stoke layer thickness and the displacement generated by the grazing flow.
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This relationship of the α, β, and γ values with Sh/M is quantified in

Eq.(14).

when Sh/M <≈ 344;
α
β
γ

=

{ −9.1X10−4(Sh/M) + 0.54
2.3X10−3(Sh/M) − 0.73

−2.7X10−4(Sh/M) + 0.076
,

when Sh/M >≈ 344;
α
β
γ

=

{ 3.3X10−3(Sh/M) − 0.99
−3.1X10−3(Sh/M) + 1.15
1.9X10−4(Sh/M) − 0.075

(14)

Incorporating these coefficients in Eq.(7), the non-linear part of resistance
is determined in presence of grazing flow and compared with the proposed
model in Fig.8 and Fig.9. A good agreement between the model and the
experiments is observed at lower flow velocities.

Fig. 8: Comparison of the experimentally determined non-linear part of resistance at se-
lected frequencies (black points) in presence of grazing flow with proposed model following
Eq.(7) (green lines), against ratio of in-hole particle velocity and grazing flow bulk velocity.
(a) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.03; (b) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.04; (c) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.05

The outlier in Fig.9 is the case of 850 Hz and the grazing flow velocity
of M ≈ 0.05. For that frequency, the value of the non-linear part of the
resistance remains almost constant at lower values of u/U and the deviation
is not repeated at other frequencies or flow velocities, suggesting a presence
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of an experimental error due to the shifting of the standing wave pattern and
the presence of antinodes at the microphone location.

Fig. 9: Comparison of the experimentally determined non-linear part of resistance at dif-
ferent frequencies (black points) in presence of grazing flow with proposed model following
Eq.(7) (green lines), against ratio of in-hole particle velocity and grazing flow bulk velocity.
(a) Grazing flow M ≈0.03; (b) Grazing flow M ≈0.04; (c) Grazing flow M ≈0.05

Combining the effects of grazing flow (Eq.(13)) and high-level excitation
(Eq.(7) and Eq.(14)), an entire model can be proposed for the resistance
of the perforate. In Fig.10, the results following such a model are compared
with the experimentally determined resistance at three grazing flow velocities
and two in-hole particle velocity levels.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the resistance under excitation from duct-3 in presence of grazing
flow at different in-hole particle velocity levels with combined model (green lines), against
frequency. (a) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.03; (b) Grazing flow M ≈ 0.04; (c) Grazing flow M ≈
0.05

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper provides an insight into the usage of a novel direct method
for the transfer impedance determination of a perforate, namely the three-
port technique. The normalised resistance, a passive acoustic property of the
perforate in presence of grazing flow and high-level excitation is studied, and
experimental results are provided. Behaviour of the determined resistance is
classified into two regions based on the grazing flow velocity Strouhal number.
Based on the results a model is proposed which correlates the resistance with
the Strouhal-, and the Mach number. The empirically determined coefficients
of the equation and their dependence on the perforate properties like porosity,
thickness and perforation diameters can be further studied. Under high-level
excitation, dependence of resistance on the in-hole particle velocity, grazing
flow velocity and shear number is shown and a relation to calculate the non-
linear effect at low grazing flow velocities is shown. Lastly, experimental
results under both grazing flow and high level excitation are compared with
the models and agreement is shown.
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